
Are You Crazy?
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2. Noun
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Are You Crazy?

Hi. I am a Adjective psychiatrist. My name doesn't matter. Anyway, I'll be determining if you are crazy.

Firstly, I want you to think about your Noun . Did you have all the civil liberties you wanted, or were

your Proper Noun Plural the Adjective Ends in EST and made you want to be diagnosed with an Oedipus

complex? Secondly, what kinds of Noun Plural did you watch growing up? Were you allowed to watch

Proper Noun cartoons or were you forced to watch tapes that your parents made themselves that were

about things that you could Verb Base Form on regular television but the TV set itself was never on? If you

answer that question with the latter, the shows that are included in the made-at-home-by your parents category

include educational (or fun) cartoons, nature shows and/or other doseedentaries and or docuseries, or sporting

events. Of course, they would be edited, but the quality of the editing isn't that important. Third question: was

your family close? Do your family members talk to each other? Did anyone get Verb Past Tense or shunned

? Are you fracking any Preposition your cousins? You don't have kids with any of them? That's

inbreeding, you know. I don't even need you to answer these questions. I know that if you answered them with

the answer that a normal person would give that you're not crazy. Even having to consider not Verb 

Present ends in ING the messed up answer is a tell-tale signal that you need help. Adverb , I can't help you.

I don't think anyone can. Don't be the one who Verb Present ends in S drugs to pay for your therapy.
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